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Google flights cheap deal, Las Vegas to Miami
If you are planning to Visit the upcoming festivals in Miami in October. We have got cheap
deals for you. The Deals we are going to tell you about are from Google flights, So you do
not have to worry about low fare. Whether you want to attend Les Miserables Event at the Au
Rene theater or randy rainbow at the Jackie Gleason theater. Just follow out step by step
guide to get this deal. We hope you have enjoyed las vegas, But Miami Will more be fun, if
you are a beach lover.

How to Get Cheap Deal From Google flights?
So, To get this deal, We are going to start by Visiting Google flights official site. On the
website, put the las vegas name in the departure city name. Then do not change anything, we
will do it later. Click on the map in the left corner.
Now, google flights will show you various places. You should see Miami on top. As you can
see, the dates are between 19 October and 26 October 2019.  The normal fare for this route is
around $300 for Round Trip. But Right now, You are getting it at $180. So it's a cheap deal.
Click on the place, On the next page, you will see the List of Flights. A flight has the price of
$334, So now you can be sure, this deal has low fares. Click on view flights. Now here, if you
are traveling with a family, add the number in passenger option. As the prices will vary, You
should also add the number of carrying bags and checked bags.
The prices do not include basic Baggage allowance. When you click on the flights, you will get
the option to book the trip. It's better to book it on the airline website rather than making
reservations on a third party website. They will charge extra.
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If you are not sure what else to do in Miami, Just use the explore option in Google flights. It will
give you plenty of advice about what to do, where to Visit. We hope you will enjoy the trip.


